
Spring Source RWF3100A
Vysoce kvalitní filtr, který zlepšuje chuť a kvalitu vody.

EAN: 8596220012944

14,88 €
12,40 € bez DPH

The  replacement  water  filter  for  Spring  Source  RWF3100A  refrigerators  is  compatible  with  Bosch  -
Siemens Ultra Clarity 644845 brand refrigerators that have the filter inside the fridge.

The Spring Source RWF3100A water filter is designed for refrigerators that have a source of drinking
water and an ice maker.

The  filters  are  certified  by  NSF/ANSI  42  &  372  Lead-free  from  NSF  and  IAPMO,  European  Food  Grade
Regulations EC-1935/2016, ROHS, REACH, BPA free, TUV, and Australian watermark.

The Spring Source RWF3100A water filter removes unwanted substances from the water. Such as
chlorine (up to 99%), THMs, VOCs, and other impurities. This significantly improves the taste of drinking
water,  while  preserving  beneficial  minerals  for  the  human body.  The  filter  is  made  without  BPA  and  is
made  of  advanced  coconut  shell  carbon.  The  outer  layer  is  0.5  microns,  ensuring  better  filtration.  The
filters are tested by an independent laboratory.

We recommend changing the filter approximately every six months. If you do not replace the filter on
time, it  will  lose its  filtration abilities.  This  means that you and your family may be consuming harmful
bacteria,  impurities,  chemicals,  and  unwanted  particles.  This  carbon  filter  is  thus  the  ideal  solution  for



clean and safe drinking water.

Key features of the Spring Source RWF3100A water filter

certified NSF/ANSI 42 & 372 Lead-free by NSF and IAPMO
high-quality lead-free filter cartridge
it effectively removes impurities, odors, heavy metals, bacteria, and chlorine
improves the taste and quality of drinking water
it is easy and quick to install
for optimal results, it is necessary to replace every 6 months
the quality of compatible filters is fully comparable to original filters
2-year warranty
contents of packaging 1 pc

Compatible filters for Bosch - Siemens Ultra Clarity refrigerator brands:

0060218743, 0060820860, 101443, 101443-A, 1014430109, 10169, 101698B, 101699, 101699B,
1017320109, 641425, 644845, 740560, 740570, 9000 077, 104, 9000–077–104, 9000077095,
9000077096, 9000077104, 9000194412, BORPLFTR10, BT-644845, BT644845, EFF-6025A,
REPLFLTR10, RF-2800–13, RF-2800–15, RWF1110, ULTRACLARITY

Warning:  before  purchasing the filter,  please check the shape of  the  lock  on your  original  filter.  Filters
most commonly differ in the fastening mechanism, i.e. the lock.

Parts of the packaging:

Instructions



Parameters
Basic parameters
Filtering properties: water filter
Filters for: Lednice
Content of the package (pcs): 1
Lifespan: 6 months
Warranty: 2
HS code: 42121
Packaging dimensions
Width of the packaging (cm): 5.5
Height of packaging (cm): 23
Depth of packaging (cm): 6
Weight including packaging (kg): 0.290



  

   

 


